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It’s tough to be an oil and gas extraction fleet owner today. Road conditions 

are extreme, even bordering on “non-existent” as oil and gas vehicles must 

travel long distances to reach remote destinations in the field. Heavy loads 

are the norm, putting extra stress on truck suspensions and affecting overall 

performance and component life. 

Maintenance is costly and time consuming, yet when it comes to keeping oil 

and gas extraction vehicles up and running, failure is simply not an option. 

When one of these vehicles breaks down, it has a severe impact on the 

company’s bottom line. Beyond the obvious cost required to buy new parts 

and repair the vehicle, fleet owners can lose thousands of dollars – if not more 

– for each day a vehicle is out of commission. 

All of this shows how critical oil and gas extraction fleets are. To describe a vehicle’s importance 
to the company’s success as “crucial” would be an understatement. As a result, fleet owners 
must do all they can to keep their vehicles running – and running well. 

Yet with so much at stake, oil and gas fleet owners continue to use rubber bushings and other 
inferior heavy vehicle suspension parts, even when there are better materials available. For 
example, ATRO Engineered Systems’ (ATRO) rear-suspension proprietary polyurethane 
bushings have been proven to be capable of lasting three to five times as long as competitive 
polyurethane bushings or standard rubber parts. This helps oil and gas extraction fleet owners 
reduce vehicle downtime to help them maximize revenues and profits. 
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Avoiding Vehicle Performance Issues 
One of the leading causes of performance issues and broken-down vehicles is worn torque rods. 
They contribute to vehicle downtime by affecting many components within the suspension 
system. They can also lead to misalignment and tire wear as well as ring-and-pinion failure.  

When you think of these potential issues, one thing is clear: Overlooked or neglected 
replacement of worn components can quickly turn into very significant failures. What could have 
started as normal wear and tear on an inexpensive spring pin or torque rod bushing can quickly 
become a broken spring or a cracked frame hanger. At best, these issues are expensive and 
time-consuming to replace; at worst, they could lead to safety issues, significant downtime, and 
lost business. In this case, the old adage, “an ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure,” 
rings especially true. 

ATRO’s Polyurethane Components Are Superior to Rubber 
ATRO’s heavy-duty proprietary polyurethane suspension parts now deliver longer-lasting 
performance and reliability. In radial fatigue testing, in an objective test environment where 
torque rod bushing materials were subjected to 1,000-19,000 pounds of force over 500,000 
cycles, ATRO’s bushings experienced 90% less compression set as compared to standard 
rubber and polyurethane bushings. Additionally, this test demonstrated that ATRO bushings will 
last three to five times longer than rubber.1  

There are many physical properties that affect bushing performance, such as tensile strength, 
rebound, compression set, hardness, abrasion resistance, and more. The most critical aspect of 
bushing design is the proper combination of physical properties for the specific needs of the 
application. Emphasis of one property over the others may be convenient because it is easily 
demonstrable, but it can be very misleading.  

Material hardness is a frequent example of this tendency as polyurethane is often thought to be 
harder than rubber. However this is simply not true – the same torque rod bushing radial fatigue 
test proved that ATRO’s straddle torque rod bushings were 20% softer than comparable rubber 
parts. Not only does this material improve vehicle ride quality and reduce stress on related 
components, but it means ATRO bushings can make a dramatic impact on a company’s bottom 

                                                
1 Torque rod bushing radial fatigue test results using an Instron 8802 dynamic fatigue test machine to test fatigue on the ATRO 
TS38000, an OEM style rubber bushing, and a recognized aftermarket polyurethane bushing. 
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line by reducing oil and gas extraction vehicle downtime, the need for maintenance and labor, 
and replacement costs. 

Specific Benefits for Oil and Gas Extraction Vehicles 
ATRO bushings are also designed specifically to address the issues oil and gas extraction 
vehicles face by offering the following advantages: 

• Impervious to cleaning solutions. Cleaning oil and gas vehicles requires acidic cleaning 
solutions to remove hardened mud, dirt, and other debris. These chemicals can wreak havoc 
with rubber bushings. Yet ATRO’s polyurethane bushings are impervious to these cleaning 
solvents as well as road salt, grease, oil, acidic cleaning solvents, hydraulic fluid, diesel fuel, 
and more. 

• Two-piece design for easy installation. Truck clearance issues can make it difficult to remove 
and replace torque rods with new bushings. In a Chalmers suspension, for example, ATRO’s 
polyurethane bushings use a two-piece design that allows more clearance when installing the 
rod. 

• Avoid bushing windup. In walking beam suspensions, ATRO bushings are designed with a 
freely rotating pin, which makes it much easier to align the boltholes during installation. This 
design also allows the suspension system to operate as intended. This means no more bushing 
“windup” like in bonded rubber or competitive polyurethane bushings. 

The ATRO Difference 
The ATRO difference means less frequent parts replacements during routine maintenance 
checks, keeping oil and gas extraction vehicles on the road and at the site longer. When 
replacements are needed, ATRO’s design simplifies installation, decreasing maintenance time 
and costs.  

ATRO Bushings Lead to Better Performance 
ATRO’s proprietary polyurethane bushings can help today’s oil and gas extraction fleets perform 
significantly better than standard bushings. As result, ATRO bushings are an ideal solution to 
help these vehicles stay up and running so they can truly deliver where it matters most – your 
bottom line. 
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About ATRO Engineered Systems 
ATRO Engineered Systems’ patented designs, state-of-the-art manufacturing plant, extensive 
aftermarket distributor network and OEM customer base make us an industry leader developing 
products which improve performance, eliminate downtime and help control costs. With the 
obvious advantage polyurethane has over rubber, combined with our continuous improvements 
through innovative world-class processes, ATRO truly delivers solutions that mold your future.  

Learn more at www.atrobushing.com. 
 
 

A Better Business Decision: Materials that Pay You Back 

Even better, when oil and gas extraction fleet owners choose ATRO bushings, they will 
save a significant portion of their total bushing maintenance costs for every vehicle in the 
fleet. 

Using ATRO’s proprietary polyurethane bushings is much more cost-effective than simply 
relying on reactive maintenance. Unlike other polyurethane bushings, ATRO specifically 
designs and pours proprietary polyurethane bushings to meet the oil and gas extraction 
vehicle’s exact specifications. 

Consider the case of a fleet that consists of 25 vehicles where each vehicle drives 
approximately 5,000 miles per year. By using longer-lasting ATRO bushings, this company 
can use these parts three to five times longer than standard rubber parts. This significantly 
reduces the costs related to parts and the labor to install them. It also helps minimize 
vehicle downtime – and the lost revenue that goes along with it. 

With ATRO polyurethane bushings, this oil and gas extraction business will save a 
total of $49,167, or $1,966 per vehicle, in bushing maintenance costs. It also reduces 
cuts typical bushing maintenance costs per mile by nearly 80%.2  Plus, all ATRO bushings 
are guaranteed to last 36 months, so there is essentially no risk in choosing them over 
rubber parts. 
2 http://www.atrobushing.com/savings-calculator/. ATRO saving calculator factored such variables as bushing lifetime (in 
months), part costs, labor costs, the number of trucks in the fleet, total mileage, and lost revenue. 

http://www.atrobushing.com/
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